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It is state of the art to either calculate the flow channel geometry of a die or still to design it according to long lasting experience depending on the special type of die. The shapes of the
flow channel in slit dies are mostly calculated those of profile
dies are often machined empirically still. Whatever way is used
at the end a fixed specific geometry is milled or cut into solid
steel blocks or parts which finally are assembled to establish in
the die. Neither the flow channel geometry wh ich has been em-
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pirically designed nor the calculated one hits exactly the shape
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- ~ffl*it.~.which is necessary for the special practical application. This is
~m~, ~.~~~~~ft.~~~om~~.~AM=G:~1". true not only because calculations are based on simplifying assumptions, but also because during production the important
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parameters as for instance the throughput rate normally differ
*o=G:~m~.~~,~-~~B~~~.~, ~~=G:1";~~at least slightly from those wh ich are used for the calculation.
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The more the machine operator is successful in optimising his
~~~.~1"••• ~~~~~1t,~.*~mm~~.0~~line, that means in speeding up his process, the more the difference increase. This is especially critical in the field of co-extru~~~.*.*o
sion as the melt distribution of individuallayers
can significantIy change with increasing throughput rates. As a consequence
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I Fig.1 Photo(Ieft) and crosssectional ~3: XR;mi!!~'t1~t~~
drawing(right)of a FlexRingdie
Fig.3 TwochannelFlexRingdie
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Fig.4 Drawingof a three channelFlexRingdie
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Fig.5ThreechannelFlexRingdie in operation
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P~ I Fig.6 Unewhich producesfoamedsheets
usinga circularFlexRingdie
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Fig.7 Flex Ring die having 68 adjustingserews at the mouth of the die to fine tune the
flow channelgap

of individual co-extruded

layers beco-

me steadily greater and greater while increasing the line speed
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as the flow channel geometry does not follow these changes.
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That's the reason why in the past many processors dreamed of
some "rubber like" dies where the geometry of the flow channel
~~agtt*: •• mm.EW~~~~:!X~agmtij.~o
~~~
can be adjusted while the process is running.
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The gap between the reality and such dreams have become
smaller now. A totally new technology has been developed to
agtij
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build extrusion dies having flow channel wall sections which are
multi-walled. Due to these leaf-spring wall constructions such
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EI flow channel walls can be deformed locally limited in a purely linear elastic way while the process is running .
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Since over 25 years it is state of the art to reach extreme small
ag~JJt0~~*~.g~JJt0~ag~~0
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thickness tolerances by using slit dies having a flexlip at the die
outlet. The flow channel gap over the width of the die is conti.B •• ~~*. ~.~.2~B.~ag~*~.B~~mtij~
nuously optimised using a close-Ioop contro!. Thus are uniform
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film quality with extremely narrow thickness tolerances is assured over the complete production run. In pipe extrusion such
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possibilities did not exist so far. That is the reason why thickness tolerances in pipes are much greater compared to films.
Integrating flexible adjustable flow channel walls into pipe dies
allow to transfer that proved technology to all extrusion processes. Following the developed solutions for the different processes are described.
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The basic principle of the flexlip slit die has now been
~tt~.~0~~*ffl7~.mm,
.~~~~~.~m~ag~
sfully transferred to circular dies [1]. Flex Ring dies for
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trusion also have a flexible die lip (a flex ring) around
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succespipe exthe cir1'jj.
~~~D~~ag.=~~irn:P!ll~tl~~~~.,~,ag.~ag~JJt~cumference at the outlet gap of the die. By means of a large
number of adjusting screws arranged around the circumference
1'jjo~Eag~~~tt~.~~F~~~~
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the flow channel gap can be locally adjusted. Fig. 1 shows a
fi~ft.~~~ft~~ag~JJt~&~ft*~ag~JJto~~~~cross-sectional drawing (right) and a photo of a Flex Ring die.
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The pipe producer who retrofitted his existing die with the parts
shown in the photo saved 3 % of resin due to smaller thickness
~~~~~Mmmag.-~tt~*~~,~~.~:P~tlill.~
tolerances
which he achieved with the Flex Ring die. Fig. 2 sho.~$o*~~~-~.~~~~mm.~.illft~~o.~ag
ws the Flex Ring die mounted to the production line. By using
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multi-walled flow channel walls it is even possible to optimise
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the thickness distribution of single co-extruded layers. Fig. 3
shows a two channel die with a first row of adjusting screws to
~.&~ßagE~*4ag~JJt&~mmag~W%:!X
.• ~~~~~
optimise the thickness distribution of the outer layer and a se*ffl
~-~~~~j]QI::r-~ag~*4o
cond row of adjusting screws at the mouth of the die to optimise the thickness distribution of the total wall thickness of the
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Fig.8 Retrofittingkit to establisha close-Ioopcontrolfor
a doublebubbleproeessconsistingof a FlexRingsleeve
and 28 stepperdrivesto adjustthe localflow channelgap

two layered pipe. Fig. 4 shows a totalIy new three layer Flex Ring die to produce core foamed pipes. The goal was
to be able to optimise as weil the
thickness of the individual inner layer
as also the thickness of the individual

outer layer while the line is running. To
achieve this the inner layer is fed from
the backside into the die. The melt distribution
over the circumference
of
this inner layer can be optimised by
passing a first flexible region of the
flow channel where adjusting screws
are positioned around the circumference. The same can be done with the
outer layer before it joins the main flow
channel. At the end of the die there are
again adjusting screws to minimise the
variations of the total pipe thickness.
Fig. 5 shows the die mounted on the li-
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neo Using adjustable
flow channel
walls gives the producer the freedom
to process different materials on one
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die by simply changing the flow channel geometry according to the changed viscosity of the new material.
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Production of foamed films
and sheets while using
circular dies
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Fig.9 Discof a radial spiralmandreidie havinga flexible
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flow channelseetionin the flow channelof the middle
layerwhich can be sensitivelyadjustedwhile the process
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of foamed

films can be further reduced naturally
in the same way as it is done with pipes. Precondition is that a circular die
is used and that the film or sheet is cut
after it has been cooled down as shown in Fig. 6. Incorporating a Flex Ring
sleeve the flow channel gap can be adjusted to get rid of thickness differences over the circumference
(Fig. 7) .
Even the thin region which is normally
created by the spider wh ich supports
the mandrei can be eliminated by opening the flow channel gap at the
mouth of the die.

Blown film extrusion
In the case of blown films the outlet

gap at the die mouth must be correc#. ~MTmili•• ~~In:1Jo~~
ted in the micrometre range in order to
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reduce existing thickness differences.
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I Fig.10 Retrofit- This not only requires a great deal of
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•• ~. ting kit for a blow moulding headcontainingtwo stepper experience and intuitive feeling if it is
dynamicallydeformthe FlexRingsleeve(diameter done by hand but also additional la.~o~~. ~~~.OOJmT~~~* drivesto
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bour cost. Additionally it would be a
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step backwards as it is state of the art to run blown films with a
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close-Ioop thickness control. But if you switch over to a double
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bubble process which creates enhanced mechanical film properties the existing control systems do not work as the bubble is
not inflated after it has left the die. First attempt have been starWORLD OF PLASTICS - ASIA
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.iEtE7fAAliHT 0 I Fig. 11 Dynamically adjustable Flex Ring head having a diameter of 550 mm
during the start-up
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I Fig. 12 Retrofitting kit for
the Bobby-Car" head consisting of Flex Ring sleeve
(diam. 130 mm) incorporated into an outer housing
and four adjusting drives
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Fig. 13 Thickness distribution reached with the dynamic parison profiling (top) and with the conventional statically profiled head (bottom)

a close loop thickness

control for the double

bubble process using a Flex Ring die. The strategy is comparable
to that used in flat film extrusion. The flow channel gap at the
mouth of the die is adjusted by means of stepper drives wh ich
are arranged around the circumference of the die (Fig. 8).
The Institut für Kunststoffverarbeitung
(IKV) at the RWTH Aachen
in Germany is working intensivelyon
establishing a close-Ioop
control for the inner layer of a three layer film produced with the
conventional blown film process. This aga in can only be realised
since Flex Ring dies are available. Fig. 9 shows a cross sectional
drawing and a photo of the special disc wh ich has incorporated
a flexible wall section. The gap within the flow channel of the inner layer is adjusted again by means of stepper drives.
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Membrane and Flex Ring Technology are privately
owned by Dr.-Ing. Heinz Gross, Rossdorf, Germany
(heinz-gross@t-online.de). The technology is patented in many countries over the world including China. Dr. Gross is a pure researcher who works on improving extrusion processes. He is looking for in to
companies who are interested in taking a licences in
order to profit from his advantageous technologies.
During Chinaplas more information are available at
the ENTEXbooth No. B 21 in Hall 5.1.

Flex Ring sleeves incorporated in heads used to produce blow
moulded parts broaden the processing capabilities in extrusion
blow moulding. A dynamic wall thickness programming of the
thickness around the circumference of the parison is now even
possible for small bottles. Heads down to a diameter of only 4
mm can be equipped with a dynamic wall thickness control system. So for the first time even small oval bottles can for instance be produced with a parison which has an even thickness
in the region wh ich builds the cap of the bottle. An uneven
thickness distribution is achieved ta king in account the local
draw ration existing in the oval body of the bottle in an ideal
way. Fig 10 shows the construction which was retrofitted to an
existing conventional head to make possible a dynamic wall
thiekness programming for a small oval bottle. Fig. 11 shows a
Flex Ring head whieh also is equipped with a dynamic radial wall
thickness programming in order to produce industrial bulk containers (IBC). A weight reduction of more than 10 % has been reaehed while the IBC still passes all teehnical tests.
Fig. 12 shows the construction which has been retrofitted to a
head to produce a kids toy (Bobby-Ca~). In this construction
the arrangement of the adjusting drives follows the non symmetrie shape of the part. By avoiding regions where the wall is too
thiek the eyele time could be redueed by 6 seeonds (Fig. 13).
This artic/e
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